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Introduction 
This paper considers how we might explore barriers to compassion across difference using 

interdisciplinary knowledge from social psychology, communications, media studies, neuroscience, and 

human centered design. To do this, this paper thinks through the following interconnected questions: what 

might we learn about facilitating compassion from social psychology? What might we learn from 

communications and media studies about representation and audience perception of differing identities? 

How might we think about utilizing immersive virtual experiences (IVEs) for learning compassion across 

difference? And finally, how might we use video prototyping as a method for exploring the ethical 

implications of a such an experience? This paper focuses on IVEs because of their unique ability to 

create interactive, low stakes environments in which participants can embody experiences outside of their 

own and play with abstract ideas, such as the social constructs of race, sex, and gender (Turkle 2017). 

Given these qualities, this paper seeks to specifically explore how IVEs might facilitate compassion 

across identity differences, such as race, gender, and nationality. This paper differentiates compassion as 

actionable empathy (Goetz et al 2010). Because of this actionable component, this paper views 

compassion as a potentially proactive approach to social equity in that compassion may have the 

potential to foster a foundation for coalition building. The first portion of this paper is a literature review 

that will serve as the theoretical foundation of the second portion of this paper: the design protocol. This 

protocol uses a range of design tool fidelities to think through translating this literature review into a 

research-based narrative. This narrative will take the form of a video prototype of what an IVE experience 

designed to facilitate compassion across difference might look and feel like. In this way, the video 

prototype becomes its own methodology for discovering and designing to barriers to compassion across 

difference and, most importantly, thinking through the ethical implications of such a design.  

Literature Review 
This review will first briefly introduce notions from social psychology that will be used later in the design 

protocol, namely the self-other overlap, approach training, mimicry, and perspective taking. This will be 

followed by a brief discussion sourced from communications and media studies on the relationship 

between perspective taking in the media and audience perceptions of marginalized identities, focusing on 

race, ethnicity, and gender. This literature review will conclude with a brief discussion of the unique 

qualities of IVEs for complex learning, such as the engagement of multiple perspectives and facilitation of 

body transfer, before considering current studies on empathy in IVEs. 
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Social Psychology & the Self-Other Overlap 

Q1: What might we learn about facilitating compassion from social psychology? 
 

To engage with the first question this paper considers we will first look to social psychology for a better 

understanding of empathy, and thus compassion, as a somewhat self-centric process. That is people are 

more likely to feel compassion for people that they view as like themselves. In social psychology, this is 

typically thought about in terms of the mental model of the self-other overlap. Research on IVEs indicates 

that the self-other overlap, and the self, is dynamic and malleable (Petkova & Ehrsson 2008). 

Interestingly, this malleability has been evidenced to be predictably influenced by certain exercises, which 

essentially work to increase the self-other overlap. Increasing the self-other overlap then seems to 

positively affect actor-observer difference and outgroup attitudes, which has compelling implications for 

compassion across difference. This paper focuses on three exercises from social psychology that 

research has shown to be particularly effective at predictably influencing self-other overlap and thus 

identity malleability: approach training, mimicry, and perspective taking. 

Approach Training 

Approach training has cognitive elements, but can also incorporate physical elements. The general idea is 

that out-group attitudes can be improved by closing the gap between an out-group and the self’s 

in-groups, increasing self-other overlap. Approach training can be achieved in its most low-fidelity form by 

asking participants to create a common in-group identity between two or more out-groups (Dovidio et al 

2004). A more literal approach is for researchers to give participants an image that represents themselves 

or their in-group and an image or images that represent their outgroups. For the approach condition, 

participants are asked to move these two sets of images closer together until they overlap, literally closing 

the gap between differing identities. In the opposite condition, participants are asked to move the two sets 

of images away from each other. A third, higher fidelity, approach incorporates joystick training by having 

participants hold joysticks and either pushing the joysticks away from their bodies or pulling the joysticks 

towards their bodies as they look at pictures of out-group members (Phills et al 2011). Here again we see 

the idea of closing or opening the gap between self and other, this time expressed more abstractly 

through muscle engagement. Regardless of fidelity, approach training has also been shown to be a 

powerful tool for improving intergroup attitudes by increasing the self-other overlap, often expanding 

in-group empathy or compassion to outgroups. 
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Mimicry 

Mimicry typically involves a physical, as opposed to primarily cognitive, element. Mimicry is a seemingly 

naturally occurring, somewhat automatic behavior wherein one individual mimics the actions of another. 

Mimicry is important as it has been shown to facilitate social bonding. Perhaps predictably, people are 

more likely to mimic members of their in-groups. This means that this prosocial behavior typically 

reinforces bonding between in-group members. However, studies have shown that when mimicry is 

induced across difference e.g., by instructing light skinned participants to watch a video of dark skinned 

actors while actively mimicking their movements, these actions can manually jump start what is known as 

perception-action coupling. Perception-action coupling refers to a way that humans process our 

experiences; essentially our perceptions affect our actions and our actions affect our perception, in this 

case the perception of our out-groups. Given the relationship between mimicry and perception-action 

coupling, induced mimicry can positively influence out-group perceptions through direct action, making it 

another powerful tool in expanding empathy or compassion across difference (Inzlicht et al 2012). 

Perspective Taking 

Experiments on perspective taking can be as low fidelity as researchers asking participants to look at a 

picture of someone and imagine a day in their life. On the other end of the fidelity spectrum, researchers 

have had participants watch videos of an individual being interviewed about their lived experiences. Worth 

noting for the purpose of this paper is that both these examples utilize the third person perspective, which 

is our natural state as we observe others from the reference point of the self. This means that participants 

were asked to interact with the perspective they are taking from the outside as a somewhat passive 

observer, rather than as an active agent. This paper will discuss first and third person perspective more in 

the following media and IVE sections. Perspective taking like the examples above are typically carried out 

across identity difference in laboratory settings, i.e., light skinned participants are asked to take the 

perspective of dark skinned people. Regardless of fidelity, perspective taking has been found to positively 

influence the actor-observer difference or the asymmetrical tendency of people to attribute hardships to 

context for themselves and their in-group, but dispositional factors, such as personality for outgroup 

members. This is important as studies support that higher attribution to dispositional factors correlates 

with prejudice. By taking the perspective of an outgroup member, participants are essentially able to take 

the empathy or compassion they feel for themselves and people like themselves and expand it to people 

of differing identities, making perspective taking another potentially powerful tool for facilitating 

compassion across difference. Perhaps surprisingly, this effect seems to operate independently of 

stereotypicality, i.e., whether the perspective taken conformed or challenged stereotypes (Batson et al 
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1997; Vescio et al 2003). The next section will briefly utilize knowledge from communications and media 

studies to discuss perspective taking in the media. 

Communications, Media & Perspective Taking 

Q2: What might we learn from communications and media studies about representation and audience 

perception differing identities? 

Perspective Taking in Television 

As some readers may have already inferred, perspective taking via the third person perspective is already 

being employed in the media in forms such as film, television, and video games. In fact, perspective 

taking may even be an important mechanism by which the media plays an important role in shaping its 

audience’s understanding of both their own identities and identities different from their own (Turner et al 

2014). Studies such as Tukachinsky et al’s twenty-year analysis of primetime American television 

illustrates this role. For example, this study found that negative representations of marginalized groups, 

such as women of color, increase the saliency of negative stereotypes for audience members. These 

researchers also found that the inverse was true. For example, representations of Black people and 

Latinos in high status positions correlates with positive audience views. We can see here how the public 

assuming the perspective of racial and ethnic identities, in this case through television narratives via third 

person perspective, seems to relate to public perception of those identities. This relationship indicates the 

weight of the responsibility involved in creating identity representations. 

Perspective Taking in Video Games 

This paper is also interested in the relationship between identity representation in video games and player 

attitudes given that video games, like IVEs, have the additional capacity for players to adopt the first 

person perspectives of the characters they play. Research on this topic has thus far been minimal. 

However, a recent study by Behm-Morawitz found that most people of color, and women, are 

underrepresented and presented in a stereotypical way in video games. For example, common 

characteristics of video game representations of men of color include being unattractive, untrustworthy, 

violent, and having a low work ethic. Alarmingly, these characteristics are consistent with characteristics 

that have been used historically to justify the sociocultural subjugation of men of color. This study 

concluded with their finding that more time spent playing video games with negative representations of 

Black people correlates with worse attitudes towards Black people for White gamers. Interestingly, this 

relationship was not observed for negative representations of Asian people. From this and the study 

above, we can see how perspective taking through media narratives is and has been already occurring, 

influencing audience attitudes. There is nothing inherently wrong with this influence. However, it can be 
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problematic given the typical lack of diversity on writing and media production teams. This is a large part 

of what makes IVEs particularly compelling; as a new media and technology domain, virtual reality may 

have the potential to forge much needed new protocols for developing responsible media representations 

of identities. 

Considering Cognitive Processing 

An important factor to consider when thinking through applying the social psychology exercises above to 

a media experience designed to facilitate compassion across difference is cognitive processing. The first 

aspect of cognitive processing to consider is active processing, which relates to the potential 

effectiveness of such an experience. That is studies support that when interventions like perspective 

taking implore active cognitive processing of a participant’s out-group perspectives, the changes in their 

outgroup attitudes become much more durable and can even resist attack (Brookman et al 2016). The 

most intuitive version of this would be providing participants with counter-prejudicial information. The 

second aspect of cognitive processing to consider is the level of effort required to complete the exercise. 

For example, asking a participant to use their imagination to think through a day in someone’s life 

requires significantly more effort than asking a participant to watch an interview. Furthermore, we can 

imagine how the former opens up the exercise to the potential of reifying, rather than challenging, 

out-group attitudes as the perspective taking exercise is this example is limited to the participant’s 

imaginative capacity. This paper views translating these exercises into IVEs as a means for addressing 

these cognitive processing factors. The next section of this literature review will utilize knowledge from 

neuroscience and communications to briefly discuss some of the unique qualities of IVEs that make this 

technology ideal for the kind of application this paper is interested in, as well as emerging studies on 

empathy and IVEs. 

Neuroscience, Communication & Immersive Virtual Environments 

Q3: How might we think about utilizing immersive virtual experiences (IVEs) for learning compassion 

across difference?  

Learning & Immersive Virtual Environments 

Virtual reality technology has the potential to profoundly change learning. Studies have found that 

immersive learning in virtual environments exceeds traditional forms of learning by engaging multiple 

perspectives and facilitating body transfer. Research on IVEs support that the ability of virtual reality to 

switch between exocentric or third person perspectives (outside of a phenomenon) and egocentric or first 

person perspectives (inside of a phenomenon) enable the participant to better understand complex ideas. 

For example, third person perspectives help the participant learn abstractly by gaining distance, allowing 
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participants to think symbolically. On the other side of the spectrum, first person perspectives help 

participants learn concretely through embodiment and action. Alternating between the two perspectives 

leverages the learning advantages of both. In these ways, immersive learning has been found to enhance 

engagement through situated learning, leading participants to build more substantive knowledge 

compared to traditional forms of teaching. Immersive learning has also been found to improve the ability 

of students to apply what they’ve learned by transferring knowledge learned in virtual experiences to real 

world experiences. This is important as application is particularly difficult to cultivate in traditional learning 

environments (Dede 2017). 

  

This ability to assume the first person perspective of a virtual character relates to the phenomenon of 

body transfer. Body transfer refers to the unique illusion IVEs create wherein the brain tries to make 

sense of its experience by assuming the body it sees in the virtual world is its own. Body transfer can thus 

create a strong sense of occupying the virtual world. This sense of transfer expresses to a surprising 

extent. For example, participants experience atypical spatial location, meaning participant tend to believe 

they are occupying the spatial location of their virtual character, as opposed to their physical body (Biocca 

1997). Perhaps unsurprisingly, a study on IVEs by Lee et al found that participants tend to carry over 

social norms into virtual spaces. This again relates to the idea of transfer in that participants in virtual 

spaces adhere to the Proteus Effect, which refers to the tendency of participants to conform to the 

stereotypes of their virtual character, as those stereotypes are defined offline, both behaviorally and 

cognitively. This is typically based upon the appearance of the virtual character i.e., if the character 

possesses features that are typically associated with a certain race, ethnicity, gender, etc. This particular 

study by Lee et al focused on gender and found that participants experiencing body transfer with a man 

virtual character showed a significant performance boost during quantitative tasks when competing with 

women characters in an IVE, regardless of the participant’s gender. This performance boost is illustrative 

of gendered quantitative task stereotypes, evidencing this Proteus Effect. 

  

As a challenge to this suggested social norm permanence in virtual worlds, Sherry Turkle has found in her 

ethnographic study of multi-user online games that her subjects seem to intuitively understand virtual 

spaces as low stakes environments in which abstract ideas, such as the constructs of race and gender, 

concretize. This concretization then enables participants to play with these constructs, creating what 

Turkle refers to as “identity workshop” spaces. Turkle thus thinks of IVEs as “objects to think with” and 

documents compelling narratives of her subjects using virtual spaces to work through unresolved issues 

or play with questions they have surrounding their own identities. For example, Turkle talks about gender 

swapping in multi-user games, which has been shown to render gendered experiences more transparent 

as they are often widely witnessed, openly discussed, and even recorded within the IVEs. This implies 

virtual worlds may be a powerful tool for understanding gender construction and sexual harassment. 
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Additionally, Turkle adds that her interviewees who participate in gender swapping often elude to doing so 

to play with their own issues surrounding femininity and masculinity in themselves, using online 

experiences as sources of firsthand knowledge about gender constructs. In these ways, IVEs seem to be 

able to facilitate compassion across difference through the experiential learning enabled by body transfer. 

This is important because in-group specific experiences are often invisible to out-groups as it can be 

highly difficult to understand experiences that you cannot see because you have not lived them. Taken 

together, we can see how the unique qualities of IVEs lends itself to building compassion across 

difference by supporting participants to engage with complex ideas through engaging multiple 

perspectives and body transfer in low stakes environments where participants can play with the 

constructs surrounding identity, potentially blurring the lines between “I” and “you” and thus “us” and 

“them,” which could have profound sociocultural implications. 

Empathy & Immersive Virtual Environments 

Before moving onto the protocol, this paper will spend a little time reviewing emerging studies on 

facilitating empathy using virtual reality technology. The genesis of these studies is often considered the 

rubber hand illusion (RHI), which represents a lower fidelity version of the body transfer spectrum. Many 

variations of RHI have been tested, but the common structure is that one of the participant’s hands are 

hidden from their view. Researchers then place a rubber hand in place of the participant’s hand. Studies 

have shown that when researchers synchronously touch the rubber hand and the participant’s out of view 

hand, a significant amount of participants report a sense of transfer with the rubber hand, as if it is their 

own. This has been shown to be successful irrespective of the color of the participant’s skin and the skin 

color of the rubber hand, i.e., if the participant is light skinned and the rubber hand is dark skinned. 

Furthermore, the intensity of this identification illusion has been found to positively correlate with a 

reduction of racial bias in light skinned people towards people with dark skin (Maister et al 2013). Notably, 

this identification is significantly reduced in conditions using asynchronous touch and studies employing 

within-subject design, i.e., when all light skinned participants are exposed to both treatments, in this case 

a light and dark skinned rubber hand. 

  

At the higher end of the identification spectrum is the full body illusion. Many variations of the full body 

illusion have also been tested, the common structure is that a participant uses a virtual reality headset to 

assume the first-person perspective of a virtual character. In empathy studies, this is typically done across 

difference. These studies seem to suggest that the brain tries to make sense of assuming the first-person 

perspective and the spatial location of the avatar by assuming the avatar’s body is its own. Like the RHI, a 

significant amount of participants in studies of this kind report this sense of identification regardless of the 

skin color of the participant and the avatar, i.e., a light skinned participant will identify with their virtual 
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character if that character is light skinned or dark skinned. Additionally, this sense of transfer can be so 

strong that it maintains while the participant uses their virtual body to shake hands with their physical 

body (Petkova & Ehrsson 2008). Body transfer expresses in many ways. Cognitively, participants will 

report back that they felt like the virtual character’s body was their own. Transfer is also reflected by 

indicators such as skin conductance tests that reflect stress responses to threats to their virtual character. 

These first two indicators are also true for the RHI, however, full body illusion studies further evidence this 

identification through behaviors, such as mimicry. Recall earlier how people are more likely to mimic 

members of their in-groups. This social behavior, like identity stereotypes, also carries over into IVEs. 

However, Hasler et al’s study on mimicry in virtual environments revealed that light skinned participants 

embodying a dark skinned virtual character will mimic other dark skinned virtual characters as if they were 

members of their racial in-group. This is compelling as this experiment essentially quantifies Turkle’s 

qualitative theory on IVEs as identity workshops while providing further support for social psychology 

claims about the malleability of social in-groups, and identity itself. 

  

Full body IVEs will be the focus on the remainder of this paper as it transitions to considering a design 

protocol for experiences focused on facilitating compassion across differing identities. This is because of 

the ability of full body illusions to engage the first person perspective of participants and further their 

sense of transfer or identification with their virtual character and thus overall experience. At the time this 

paper was written, all but two of the most cited studies on full body illusions and empathy across the 

difference of race reported that these virtual experiences had a positive effect on participants’ outgroup 

attitudes or racial bias. Both studies were focused on one of the self-other overlap exercises described 

above. The first is Hasler et al’s mimicry study, which somewhat surprisingly reported that their 

participants seemed to show no significant change in their racial bias. The second study by Groom et al 

focused on perspective taking. For the Groom et al study, participants were asked to look at an image 

and imagine a day in the life of that person, similar to a perspective taking experiment by Galinsky et al. In 

the Black condition, participants were given one or two images representing Black faces. In the White 

condition, participants were given one or two images representing White faces. All participants were given 

images of people of their same gender. Participants were then asked to role play answering interview 

questions from the imagined perspective of those images either in an imagined or IVE condition. In the 

IVE condition, participants embodied a virtual character representing the person in the images they were 

given. Each participant was then led through a series of brief tasks to facilitate a sense of transfer, e.g., 

looking in a virtual mirror to see their virtual character’s face reflected back at them, moving 

synchronously matching their head movements. Researchers found that participants embodying Black 

virtual characters higher levels of implicit racial bias favoring White people. Researchers also found that 

participant racial bias only varied according to the race of the perspective taken in the IVE condition and 

did not did not vary in the imagined condition. The following section will discuss a design protocol that 
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seeks to apply the prior literature review as a theoretical foundation towards a responsible production 

praxis. 

Protocol 
Q4: How might we use video prototyping as a method for exploring the ethical implications of a such an 

experience? 
 

To review, perspective taking is already happening in media, such as in television shows and multi-user 

online games primarily via third person, but also first person, perspectives. What this protocol suggests is 

embracing the relationship between media representations and audience perception of their own and 

differing identities, and moving forward responsibly in terms of media production. One way in which we 

might do this is through video prototyping. This method can be better understood through the lens of 

design fidelity. In design, fidelity refers to the level of functionality of a prototype, usually categorized as 

low, mid, or high. This level of fidelity typically correlates with the level of resources required for creating a 

prototype, as well as the level of refinement of the product itself. Using this lens, we can see how the final 

forms of media we typically interact with are at the high end of the fidelity spectrum. In human centered 

design, lower fidelity tools are utilized for eliciting feedback from your stakeholders. Stakeholders are 

people who have some investment in a design. Video prototyping could be considered of mid level fidelity 

depending on the resources involved and the refinement of the final product. Finally, the tools that are 

utilized to build up to and inform the video prototype, such as competitive analysis, design scenarios, 

audience analysis, shot lists, and storyboards represent a range of low fidelity tools. This overall approach 

applies Joshua Tanenbaum’s theory on design fictions as tools for situating new technology concepts 

within a narrative. In so doing, the designer implores the viewer to consider the ethical implications of their 

proposed design through the video prototype. In this way, the video prototype also functions as what 

Turkle refers to as an object to think with. However, this author seeks to further both concepts by treating 

the video prototype as a method in itself for learning about a proposed design, and the ethical implications 

involved. This protocol will discuss the learning experience this author had employing lower fidelity tools 

in translating the compassion exercises of approach training, mimicry, and perspective taking into a video 

prototype intended to communicate what such an experience could look and feel like. In so doing, this 

protocol will evidence how lower fidelity tools can be utilized to discover and design for barriers to 

compassion across difference. This prototype is intended not to signal an end to this project, but rather a 

stopping point for this project’s timeframe, which will continue as a dissertation. 
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Competitive Analysis 

To begin this process, I performed a competitive analysis via inductive content analysis of some of the 

most cited studies on the effects of IVE experiments on participant outgroup bias. The competitive 

analysis served as a tool for translating some of the design opportunities I discovered during my literature 

review into what human centered designers typically refer to as design requirements. The intention of 

defining requirements is to focus the design moving forward on the needs of your users. IVE studies on 

racial bias lent themselves best to this effort given their consistent use of the racial Implicit Association 

Test, which ensured a standardized form of measurement for each study’s effect on racial bias. The 

requirements I discovered from this analysis are as follows, some of which have been mentioned above.  

 

Requirements for Body Transfer 

First, body transfer is enhanced when researchers employ the first person perspective of the body, 

accompanied by visuomotor synchronicity that mimics the synchronicity of the first person perspective in 

the physical world. If touch was used in the study, then synchronicity of touch also enhanced this sense of 

transfer. The higher the sense of transfer, the higher the effect on a participant’s racial bias. Interestingly, 

factors that did not seem to predict the effect of the experiments on racial bias included baseline racial 

bias and empathy levels, and the race or ethnicity of a participant versus the race or ethnicity of the virtual 

character whose perspective was assumed in the IVE. Factors that were evidenced to impact the 

predicted effect of compassion exercises included social interactions in the virtual space, which the 

participant could perceive on a spectrum from negative to positive, and stereotype activation. Stereotype 

activation refers to the tendency of humans to behave in ways that are consistent with stereotypes, 

regardless of whether or not they agree with those stereotypes, when those stereotypes are activated 

experientially (Bargh et al 1996). Groom et al credited stereotype activation for the results of their study 

that was mentioned above on perspective taking in a virtual job interview. Recall that their results showed 

that participants who embodied the perspective of a Black person in their virtual job interview displayed 

higher levels of implicit racial bias expressed as a higher preference for White people.  

 

Participant Demographics 

The final requirements of these studies that stood out to me revolved around participant demographics. 

First, a majority of participants were White or light skinned, female, college students. Second, most 

studies focused on bias between light skinned or White people and dark skinned or Black people, wherein 

the White condition was often framed as the control and the Black condition was framed as experimental. 

In so doing, these studies risked reinforcing racial dichotomies, the racialization of Black and not White 

people, and invisibilizing races and ethnicities.  
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Identifying these requirements helped to not only focus my design moving forward, but also helped me 

begin the process of considering how some of these requirements relate to ethical considerations, which 

the following section will discuss further. 

Design Scenario & Audience Analysis 

The design scenario (Appendix A) and audience analysis primarily functioned as tools for helping me 

think through the requirements and ethical implications raised during my competitive analysis; both of 

which guided all subsequent design choices. In so doing, I was able to clearly outline my target audience 

and begin to develop of research-based narrative for my video prototype. The following questions outline 

some of these ethical implications.  

 

What frameworks will I use to frame difference in the context of this narrative? Who should be centered in 

this narrative? What do we risk or gain by centering a super agent man? What do we risk or gain by 

centering target identities? Why would we risk or gain either or both? How might I motivate audiences to 

engage in an experience designed for compassion across difference? What barriers might I consider for 

this audience? 

 

To think through this ethical question of framing difference in this project, for example, I use the notions of 

in-groups and out-groups, and designing to the intersection of identities  (Crenshaw 1991) to think about 

the audience and stakeholders for this project. In-groups and out-groups were referenced earlier, but I will 

flesh out how they are being utilized for this project here. Nested within these notions are identity 

categories, such as race, gender, sex, sexuality, class, ability, nationality, religion, ethnicity, and age. An 

in-group is a group of people who identify as members of one of these groups. This nested framework 

enabled me to think through the barriers to compassion between in-groups or out-groups. To think 

intersectionally about “agents” of each identity category or people who typically hold social power, I used 

Leticia Nieto’s concept of the “super agent man.” The super agent man occupies all the agent statuses of 

each identity category, i.e., the super agent man is White of White passing, cisgender, heterosexual, 

middle to upper class, adult men who are able bodied and hold citizenship within the United States or 

another Global North country.  As is made apparent here, the notion of super agent man is intersectional, 

meaning that it represents the intersection of each agent status in each identity category to highlight that 

unique representative social positionality.  

 

To think through this ethical question of who should be centered and what we risk or gain, I considered 

the importance of audience engagement from super agent men or agents because of their unique 
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positionality as gatekeepers who possess societal access typically unavailable to “targets” or people who 

typically do not hold societal power, such as people of color and womxn, people who are gender fluid, 

diversely abled, or queer or do not hold U.S. citizenship or citizenship of another Global North country 

(Nieto 2010). Here again, we see an intersection, but this time of target status in each identity category. 

Because of this unique status as gatekeepers, I decided to center a super agent man in the prototype in 

the hopes of engaging the super agent man in compassion across difference. This idea, and my 

demographic discoveries during my competitive analysis directly informed my casting choices. For 

example, by casting a super agent man who is not an undergraduate student or the age of an 

undergraduate student and is biracial, but White passing. I also sought to expand the focus on racial or 

ethnic bias beyond the false dichotomies of Black and White, the historical racialization of Black people, 

and the invisibilization of Whiteness, and often of Asian identities, by casting an Asian woman for this 

super agent man to embody in my depiction of a virtual experience.  

 

To consider motivation, I focused on the specific barriers of the super agent man audience that are 

related to how they are typically socialized based on their identities. By this I mean, super agent men 

typically occupy a unique social positionality as they can choose to not engage with issues of inequity as 

they are not typically directly impacted by it. That is, White people are not obligated to engage with racism 

because they are not directly affected by it -- a privilege people of color do not have because their lived 

experiences require they engage with racism to survive. Without the lived experiences of targets, super 

agent men must typically invest cognitive and emotional resources to educate themselves on social 

inequity and its sociopolitical expressions. Historically, this barrier is often addressed by obligating targets 

to expend emotional labor to educate agents. These aforementioned barriers overlap with access barriers 

that include time constraints that are typical for modern, capitalistic, Global North societies, as well as 

media algorithms that provide predictive content to users based on their existing preferences, which tend 

to reinforce biases. The super agent man is subject to distinct restrictions as defined by the social 

constructs of masculinity. Sherry Turkle’s work has evidenced that men use role playing games to explore 

the spectrum of masculinity and femininity through play. Because of this, I hypothesized that I may be 

able to motivate this audience to engage by granting them access to intimate, vulnerable, and typically 

femininely coded experiences that may be less accessible to them in the physical world. In this way, 

these experiences could benefit the individual via dopamine release and atypical social bonding. 

Additionally, this kind of experience could produce experiential learning, that requires less cognitive and 

emotional resources given its positive framing, and processing on an action or bodily processing level 

while supporting audiences engage in building compassion across difference.  
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Shot List & Storyboard 

The shot list (Appendix B) and storyboard (Appendix C) functioned as tools for visualizing the concepts I 

considered thus far and fleshing out my plans for shooting for my design fiction-prototype. The following 

questions outline some of the ethical implications I continued to think through at this point in the process.  

 

What does it mean to transfer virtually into another “body”? How can we transfer with care and respect? 

How might I visually depict the compassion exercises of approach training, mimicry, and perspective 

taking in two minutes or less with the prior considerations in mind? How might I depict intimacy, 

vulnerability, and perhaps femininity in this experience in a way that would motivate audiences to 

engage? What historical issues must we pay homage to regarding how we define an “other”?  

 

This first question served as more of a frame for the following as it could not feasibly be answered in the 

scope of this project. To consider how we might body transfer with care and respect, I focused on a few 

tangible aspects of my prototype. First, I considered how I might decentralize the super agent man from 

my narrative. To do this, I decided I would first depict the super agent man character body swapping with 

a White queer woman character; the purpose being to swap across gender, race, ethnicity, and sexuality 

given that the super agent man is a White passing, biracial, straight, man. True to the physical world, all 

but the gender aspect of this transfer would remain ambiguous in video form. This transfer of course 

would represent perspective taking. From here, I planned to depict the super agent man, embodying the 

White queer woman character, participating in compassion exercises across race and ethnicity with an 

Asian woman. I quickly realized that dance would be an ideal interaction to meet the considerations I had 

been making so far. This is because dance is a not only a form of mimicry, but it can also easily 

encompass approach training through proximal performance. Dance is also an almost inherently intimate 

and vulnerable act, that is typically coded as feminine. Because of this, dance is a likely mechanism for 

the desired result of not only dopamine release, but also rendering users access to an experience they 

may not have access to in the physical world, i.e., it is reasonable to presume that most people would not 

have the opportunity to approach a member of one of their out-groups and ask if they could improvise and 

mimic each others’ movements through dance. Most importantly, dance seemed to be a compelling 

depiction that would not “other” any of the characters, particularly given that I planned to utilize modern 

dance, as opposed to an ethnically specific style of dance.  
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Video Prototype 

The process of finalizing the video prototype (Appendix D) itself arose further ethical implications. The 

following questions outline some of the ethical implications I continued to think through at this point in the 

process.  

 

How might I concisely introduce what issue(s) this prospective technology seeks to address to frame the 

video’s narrative? How might I communicate intimacy and vulnerability visually in this prototype? How 

might I communicate what kind of impact a technology like this could have? How might I communicate 

this impact via a sense of transformation in the super agent man character? How might I conclude this 

prototype to guide the audience's’ perception of this narrative? 

 

In terms of concisely introducing the issue(s) this technology seeks to address, I returned back to this 

idea of restrictive masculinity and the work of Michael Kimmel. Kimmel gave a Ted Talk that outlined the 

perils of toxic masculinity and spoke to how men tend to learn about the meaning of masculinity as a 

social construct from other men. To introduce these issues in my prototype, I used audio excerpts from 

this talk while showing a series of contextual shots that supported the ideas of this talk. To do this, I first 

established the setting as the super agent man’s urban apartment by showing an outdoor shot of the 

building followed by him alone on the couch watching Kimmel’s Ted Talk. As the audio from this talk 

continued, I then showed a stack of DVDs that exclusively included the work of men film makers, such as 

David Lynch and Woody Allen. I followed this shot with a stack of books from exclusively men authors, 

including David Lynch again and Bob Roth. The shots of the DVDs and books served to reinforce this 

idea of men learning from men. To communicate the idea of intimacy and vulnerability, I primarily relied 

on close up shots to communicate proximity and facial expressions, such as smiles. When thinking about 

how I might conclude the message of this prototype, it was important to me to not tell the audience what 

to think because the purpose of the video prototype is to elicit feedback on ethical implications, therefore, 

I wanted to leave the ending open. To do this, I ended on a shot of the super agent man taking off his 

virtual headset and thinking contemplatively, which served to implore the audience to think through the 

potential impact of a technology like this. After this, the video prototype fades to black before ending on a 

final excerpt from Kimmel’s talk in the form of a question: “So I asked the boys, where did you learn that?” 

to implore the audience to reflect upon their own relationship with social constructs, such as masculinity. 
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Discussion & Conclusions 

This paper established a theoretical foundation for facilitating compassion across difference utilizing IVEs 

that it then applied to the method of video prototyping to discover and design to barriers for compassion 

and, perhaps more importantly, explore the ethical implications of such a prospective technology. Future 

visions for this project, which were unfortunately outside the scope of this project, include furthering this 

video prototype through participatory design practices, such as focus groups and usability testing to elicit 

more vital feedback on the ethical considerations of this work. In eliciting this feedback, we must further 

consider ethics in terms of what stakeholders we might bring to the table for this process and why. To 

think through this, the author plans to user the artifacts produced in this process along with critical race 

theory to think through the ecosystem of this prospective technology. In designing to the ecosystem, 

designers can broaden the scope of ethical considerations by working with both the identities being 

represented and potential audiences to continue to discover and design for barriers to compassion across 

difference. The goal of which is two-fold: to forge a necessary bottom-up pathway from the people being 

represented to their IVE representations and to effectively motivate audiences to compassionately 

engage across difference via IVEs.  
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Appendix A. Design Scenario 

My video prototype will center around an immersive virtual reality system designed to facilitate 
compassion across difference via social psychology exercises that have been shown to increase the 
self-other overlap. My video will first present the design problem by focusing on typical barriers to 
compassion for my target audience: the White-passing-cisgender-male moderate. The scenes setting up 
the design problem will be shot in that character’s home in the present: year two of America the “woke.” 
To address these barriers, my system tries to create a low stakes environment for playing with the social 
constructs of identity [Turkle]. This design choice is highly rooted in research that supports compassion as 
a self-centric process wherein people are much more likely to feel compassion for people that they see as 
like themselves, this is the self-other overlap [Batson et al, Inzicht et al, Phills et al, Vescio et al]. The 
self-other overlap is surprisingly malleable, as is identity itself within immersive virtual environments 
(Groom et al, Hasler et al, Maister et al), which I do not expect to be able to fully convey in this video. 
What I do hope to convey are some snippets of experiences that the White-passing-cisgender-male 
moderate might interact with virtually that are rooted in research on strategies for increasing the self-other 
overlap. For example, mimicry (through dance), assuming the perspective of an “other” (through “body 
swapping” across gender), and approach training (by sharing virtual intimacy with outgroup members, i.e., 
enjoying proximal space). These experiences would be conveyed as if the White-passing-cisgender-male 
moderate is inside the virtual system. The overall idea being that a system like this could facilitate 
compassion, in a way that people will hopefully want to go towards as it could not only support their civic 
engagement via compassion and personal growth, but also their wellness in a concrete sense e.g., 
through the dopamine release of exercise of positive interactions.  
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Appendix B. Shot List 

Concept Development Notes 
In processing my original concept, I kept getting hung up on how the scenario centered around the 
“agent” and decided to decentralize this focus by including multiple characters. At this point I’m 
entertaining the idea of including four characters (referred to below as P1-4) and showing brief 
connections across their differences, which include race, ethnicity, nationality, gender, and sexuality. 
Some of this will be evident in the video while some will not, which is fitting as difference can certainly be 
ambiguous. 
  
Storyboard Outline 
Black text will be voiceover. 
Concurrent shots are described in grey. 
The compassion strategy being invoked is in orange. 
1PP = shot from first person perspective 
3PP = shot from third person perspective 
  
Who are you? 
Shot 1: P1’s profile in left third of frame, inside a house, camera scans forward to transition to black 
  
And how do you know? 
Shot 2: from black, the shot transitions to 2P’s virtual 1PP of the water at (North) beach, this is heard 
before seen 
Perspective taking 
  
Blur is a project for playing with what it means to be an “I.” 
Shot 3: frame pans down to 2P’s hands, the beach below them 
  
And what it could mean to blur the lines between you and another. 
Shot 4: hands turn over to show that they’re holding two images: one of P1 and another of a person who’s 
visually different (3P or 4P). 
  
We’re building a system for this play. A system that begs questions founded in neuroscience and 
psychology. 
Shot 5: the virtual hands bring together the two pictures so that they overlap. 
Approach training 
  
Questions like: who am I? 
Shot 6: 3P’s body from 1PP 
  
How do I know? 
Shot 7: 3PP of 3P looking in mirror 
  
And importantly, what would happen if the lines between who I am. 
Shot 8: P3 puts on VR headset 
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And who you are. 
Shot 9: P4 puts on a VR headset 
  
Were blurred? 
Shot 10: camera shows the back of P3 they turn and look to the right wearing the VR headset to see a 
different set of hands from within the VR 
  
At the heart of this project is a desire to build compassion across difference. 
Shot 11: P3’s right hand reaches out and the shot pans up to P4 dancing 
  
We think of compassion like a muscle and are thus translating strategies for learning compassion for 
others into interactive, beautifully engaging experiences for you. 
Shot 12: 3PP of P4 dancing 
Mimicry 
  
All of which are geared towards thinking through what it means to separate “I” from “you.” And what it 
could mean if we didn’t. 
Shot 13: P4 joins P3, try to shoot this as if it’s from 1PP 
  
Come play. 
Shot 14: P4’s face 
For more information about this project, visit www.burrenpeil.com/blur 
  
Thoughts on Next Steps 
I’ll be looking to explore what it would be like to play these scenes backwards and try them in different 
orders since they’re more representative than narrative based 
  
Sound 
Will play with silence 
Distant Places – Adam J. Moore 
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Appendix C. Storyboard 
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Appendix D. Link to Video Prototype 

https://vimeo.com/259094555 
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